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Abstract:
In the last 50 years or so, information theory has helped to characterize many fundamental limits of communication and has driven innovation at the physical layer. In the meantime, networking for wireline networks has matured but wireless networks have advanced in a somewhat ad-hoc manner. One of the main challenges is that nodes in wireless networks can interact and cooperate in complex ways, often blurring the line between physical and network layer functions. My research group aims to understand cooperative networking for wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks from two perspectives. On one hand, we use network information theory to help us understand the limits of communication and cooperation in networks, e.g., relay, multiple relay, and interference channels. On the other hand, we design algorithms and protocols for cooperative networking, e.g., for multichannel MAC, directional antennas and collaborative signal processing. Combining these two perspectives, we describe how information theory in a network setting can suggest efficient approaches to routing for cooperative relaying.
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